Integration

Better patient (population) outcome

Everyone

Better system performance

Better professional development

Batalden & Davidoff, 2007
Integration

What we know
Professional development
Research
Measurement

What we do
Improvement knowledge
Practice
Understanding

"Bridging the Gaps"

Futurum
- the academy for health

"Knowledging" and Learning in practice
– for health in the population

Futurum akademin för hälsa och vård 2015-03-16
Futurum lives and acts in everyday work

- 125 co-workers with a PhD
- 22 doctoral students 50%
- 8 professors
- 14 postdoc 20%
- 14 lecturers lectures
- 16 profession education leaders
- 200 supervisors for practice
- based learning
- > 1 000 supervisors in practice
- 9 000 student weeks/year

Boel Andersson Gäre
The art and the science

Human as well as technical factors and processes

The sociology and organisation of improvement

The science and technology of improvement

Organisation, culture, language & cognition, identity, leadership, structure, strategy, citizenship etc

Scorecards, metrics, measurement systems and technology, clinical pathways, EBM

Paul Bate, "Organizing for quality"